Experience the Life-Changing Wisdom of the Edgar Cayce Readings.

It’s been a challenging year since we could last be together at A.R.E. HQ, but we’re ready to welcome you back this summer!

While you are here, explore the A.R.E., see our new auditorium and meditation room upgrades, visit the bookstore, library, and spa, enjoy lunch at our Graze Café, and take a vacation for your soul.

BONUS— in person registrants will receive FREE access to the program recording on demand, when available. You will receive the link via email.

EdgarCayce.org/HQ-Conferences
EdgarCayce.org/online
or call 800-333-4499

August 13–15, 2021
Sound, Vibration, and Color: Sacred Secrets for Peace and Healing

Come and feel the power and resonance within during this NEW unique experiential program LIVE at A.R.E. HQ or online!

Edgar Cayce predicted that the medicine of the future would be music and sound—that future is now! Eben Alexander, MD, Karen Newell, Cindy Griffith, MA, Marianne Splenda, MA, MEd, Thomas G. Allen, PhD, and Anthony Profeta. Discover how the power of music, sound, and color—all types of vibrational energies—can heal and transform our lives, and learn what Edgar Cayce said about how these resonant forces can influence our spiritual path and affect our body, mind, and spirit. Music has been called the “bridge to the Divine,” and its power has influenced world religions, philosophers, and spiritual seekers throughout the ages. Discover how to use these energetic vibrations to promote deep inner peace and facilitate total wellness. You’ll also be immersed in the vibrations of live music and singing bowls as a tool to awaken to your highest potential in an amazing “sound bath” experience, AND experience the incredible sounds generated by and recorded in the Great Pyramid!

Daily schedule and additional details available online.
$225 Members, $245 General.

October 7-10, 2021
Beneath The Sands, Beyond The Stars: Our Annual Ancient Mysteries Conference

Meet the presenters and authors at our Speaker Reception and Booksigning John Van Auken, Scott Creighton, Hugh Newman, Shelley Kaehr, PhD, Kirk Nelson, Donald B. Carroll and more take you on a trip through time and space and explore the archeological wonders of the ancient world. Discover the real truth behind lost legends and prophecies, forgotten cultures, esoteric symbols, and mystical obscurities—from the Great Pyramid to the Essenes to Stonehenge to the stars, hear the latest discoveries from the field, and examine the influence of the ancient past on our current lives.

Why? Because your soul was there! Latent within you are all the memories and skills your soul possesses from those ancient times—lost knowledge waiting to be found. This conference stimulates your deeper mind to recall all you have known and to awaken it to this incarnation. Don’t miss this rare opportunity to meet today’s most respected researchers and explorers.

Daily schedule and additional details available online.
$325 Members, $345 General. In person at A.R.E. HQ and live online.

November 5-7, 2021
Access Your Intuition and Embrace the Wisdom of Your Soul Self: Our Annual Psychic Development Training

The more you use your intuition, the clearer your insights will become! You won’t just listen and learn, you’ll see and do! Featuring experienced psychics/trainers Tanya Carroll Richardson, Christina Grozik, Corinne Cayce, MA, Mary Roach, MA, Cindy Griffith, MA, and Joanne DI Maggio, MA, CHt.

This psychic training course will give you the tools you need to awaken and apply your innate psychic abilities and provide guidance to put those insights into action. Join us in person at A.R.E. HQ or live online.

We’ve all heard the phrases “listen to your gut” and “trust your instincts.” How many of us really do? It’s not enough to just improve your psychic ability—you must use it as part of your daily life and truly experience it. By mastering your intuition and channeling it for insight and guidance, you can live life confident in your path. Explore multiple techniques for enhancing your abilities, including “soul writing,” hearing your soul’s voice, reading synchronicities, creating sacred space, and even accessing your spirit animal.

$255 Members, $275 General. Schedule and additional details online.

December 4, 2021
Coming to Know Yourself in a Spiritual Universe

Join Eben Alexander, MD, and Karen Newell for an interactive live 3-hour virtual workshop exploring our higher consciousness, the role of our thoughts in the creation of our reality, and how we are all connected through Oneness in mind and spirit. Be inspired, engaged, and enlightened. Special low price for all—just $49. View more Soul Growth Saturday events like this at EdgarCayce.org/online.
More A.R.E. Special Events and Online Series
Check our website EdgarCayce.org/online for other live or on-demand programs and special events. Also available are on-demand recordings of our 90th A.R.E. Members Congress and our recent “The Gifted Empath” conference.

NEW SPECIAL FALL RETREAT: DISCOVERING YOUR SOUL MISSION IN THE AQUARIAN AGE September 17-18, 2021
As we enter the Aquarian Age, we are awakening to a deeper and more personal expression of our soul in the world. This is our soul mission and it is unique to you, as it is to everyone. Join renowned psychic Mary Roach, MA, LIVE in person or online for this special retreat and understand and live YOUR life’s mission! $125 Members, $145 General

LIVE WEDNESDAY NIGHT WEBINARS
Explore contemporary topics and current events LIVE, including an opportunity for Q&A, with Lynn Sparrow Christy, Judith Stevens, Mark Thurston, PhD, John Van Auken, and more. Get enlightened, informed, and prepared for these challenging times. Affordable low price—$24!

LIVE SOUL GROWTH SATURDAY EVENTS
Live with speaker Q&A and a chance to chat with your fellow attendees! These moderated three-part in-depth explorations and workshops feature presenters like psychics Karen Noé and Tanya Carroll Richardson, hypnotherapists Joanne DiMaggio, MA, CHt, Gregg Underberger, MEd, LPC, and others. $49

ON-DEMAND — Past Events, Summits, Musical Performances, and Special Presentations
Browse our listing of hundreds of hours of content from multi-speaker conferences to singing bowl concerts to psychic development trainings, featuring favorite and emerging speakers, available to view any time.

ARM CHAIR TOURS™ with John Van Auken
NEW virtual tour of mysterious China coming soon, plus tours of mystical England, Scotland and Ireland, mystical Ancient Egypt, and magical Mayan and Aztec sites and legends—all featuring stunning visuals from John’s collection and mind-blowing insights into the cultures and spiritual histories of these popular destinations.

NEW FREE virtual Edgar Cayce Speaker Training workshop series coming this August, featuring John Van Auken.

WELCOME BACK!
A.R.E. Headquarters Conferences are Now In Person AND Live Online
No matter where you are, you can find wisdom and inspiration from the work of Edgar Cayce.